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Abstract   
 
Harmony is an important category of philosophy and conception. All 
through the ages, the philosophers from China and  western countries 
have been ponding over and doing research of it. In pre-Ch’in Dynasty, 
The political situation was in the storm and stress and social situation was 
in collision. Although the famous ideologists in this age held their own 
thoughts and interests, they all proposed harmony. Correspondingly, the 
Taoists in pre-Ch’in already entered philosophical field with profound 
thoughts, based on their universe theory and spirit. Our article cuts-in 
from harmony and conception of harmony, differentiates and analyzes 
essence and system and value of harmony, probes into thought origin, 
thought’ difference and theory interfluves of harmony theory, focuses on 
analyzing the theories from Laozi’s XIANTONG theory and Zhuangzi’s 
SHANHE theory, etc, who are main representatives of its age. They 
proposed culture connotation, thoughts feature and modern value for 
harmony theory. Finally, they expressed their further wishes for the 
harmony of the world, which has reference value and revelatory meaning 
for building harmonious society.  
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征等有一个更深入的认识。 
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